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SUMMARY
During this quarter the new Northrup test facility was designed a
p an d a large portion was built.	 A prototype collector and frame-
s
work were constructed.	 A new tracking box witha new motor ;-
artywas designed.	 The verification plan for the system was 'ne l
,f ,9
4 completed.	 These items are more fully discussed in the
x following pages.	 Also included,is a schedule nor the remaining
portion of this contract.
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A prototype collector and test frame with a tracking box. similar
to 'the MODI version wore constructed within ttt^^ Northrup facility..
A tracking test was performed in which the prototype collector
was tracked back and forth continuously. This typo of drive
mechanism appeared to be adequate for operating the prototype
collector. However, it was felt that it ]alight not be oapttbl4
of driving a seven collector array since it had been des igned
for the smaller i`tool collectors.. Therefore, a now tracking box
was designed with the following features:
I. A chain-sprocket drive eliminates axial loading
on the niotoa; shaft. The s rockets are des>i:gnOd
to provide a 1:5 gear ratio which will greatly
reduce the torque required by the motor. The
design concopt is illtistratod in dra- Wing No, 01-- 03}-06,9
I, U
Y \
3
i
s
included an this report.
2.	 A heavier duty motor than that require d for tho, z OD1
tracking system a,s enipltaj •4e1.	 It is 1 ritrtd at 3Q
inch pounds starting torque and 50 inch pounds_
x
breakdown torque. 	 1 a	 s^xfety	 ti'. ► 'ttlre	 tc^	 )rc, e'tl.t thej
n1otOr froTll OW-1 :laeat:ing a therma l c1.1't'-ouL switch ies< r
FCC	 tF incorporated.
^	 k
' 3.	 A delrin taowox nut is used to colxvcrt rotary motion
ittt o linear motion.	 The, powar nut which door not
Y ncod lubrication ^ s oapatb^e of o.por'iv^`1lg C^l th el	 isi	 =
working load of 1,0 0 0 pounds,	 t
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A new test facility for the purpose of testing the multi-lens
NASA collector has been designed and is currently being built
behind the Northrup manufacturing building.
	 Five thousand square
feet of concrete has been poured and a sheet metal building
has been installed.
	 Collectors, testing devices, tanks and other;
_necessary equipment are in the process of being moved out to the
site.	 The fluid handling system shown in Figure A-1 is currently
`being constructed.	 The two separate tanks will allow quick
thermal testing because the tanks canbe held at different
temperatures and used independently.
	 So, when a collector is being
tested with one tank at one temperature, the other tank will be
heated to another test temperature.
yyt'.A
f
.
VERIFICATION t•'
The verification portion of contract NAS8-32251 is nearing''`
completion.
	
All test procedures have been written and forwarded
to the Marshall Space Flight Center in Huntsville, Alabama.
Final verification will be dependent on these test results.
Additionally, various qualified independent professional engineers
are now being sought to certify that the collector system meets
national codes.
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HIG:•f STARTING
TOeOUIC"
SPLIT CAPACITOR
REVERSIBLE
i4^.O i ©;? 5
These compact, three wire,
re% •ersing motors are now
available for OEM applications
such as instncmenta tion,	 .
amusement devices,
	 I
tape drives and
many more.
The motors come in stator sizes
up to 1-1;'4", with 3/I6"
diameter single or double
extended rotor shafts. End bells
are rust proofed and can be had	 I \
ventilated or closed. Shaft
bearings are self -aligning and
Permanently lubricated.
The nominal shaft speed of	 Ij
these , motors is 3260 rpm, and a' i
«v ide selection of starting torque:
arevailable based upon your j
duty cycle, coil windings, t
stator size and capacitor.
Tborinal protectors, lead	 t
terminus and hi-directional fan' i
nne also available when your
application require; them.	 .
A cull to our sAen clep"Irtmrnt
w ill fret prompt answers to yr-su !^
application. price antl
availahihty ctuestions.
	 1'
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 GEARMOVOR-
This model incorporates our new two pole split capacitor reversible
motor and QF type gearcase.
Principal features of the QFS are starting torques comparable to
many uni-directional motors of the same size and the proven
reliability of -NIc!rkle-Korff's model QF gearcase--the ideal
combination to provide you %%ith a rugged, compact reversible
gearmotor. Typical applications are document copying machines,
vending machines and valve actuators.
W!
	
	
Some of the "extras" you can expect to find in the QFS, as in all
other N1e: kle-1{orff gearmotors, are precision gearing, sturdy shafts
and bearings, positive alignment of the assembled parts and the
shaft speed you want.
Options include special shaft machining, special gearing, brakes,
thermal protection, lead terminals, fans, mounting provisions and
anything cast; you might need to custom-fit the QFS into your
application.
Call or write us with your specifications and application
requirements. Let us show you what the QFS can do for you.
TAI . `^M^. •. . .. y'. ^.^A	 w^yT^1	 j
I: t; J_% _ "rte ^^J
_	 t	 1776 Winthrop Drive, Dus Plaines, IL 60018
Telephone 312.2968300
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OltlG1NAL PAGE IS
OF PIwK QUALITY'
• Miniature Size — compact design assures case of installation
• Precision Calibration — temperature calibrated and inspected in controlled
ambients for dependable consistent performance
• liepemcbility -• maintains a high d"jice of uniformity of opening and closing
temperatures throughout life
• Snap-action — positive make and break assured with proven KLIXON strip disc
... contact pressure at opening temperature eliminates nuisance trips clue to
vibration
• Sealed Steel Case — withstands impregnation an.l baking .. , may be varnish
dippexl ... prevents changes in calibration during installation
• &I.rximum SAO Output — shuts down unit only when maximum alloev:'.,le
witldina temperature is reached
• Fixed Dill^renti, • 1 — assures lower average winding temperature and prevents
nuisance operat+on when restarting warm motors
Acte,,d Sitt
Tin plawd'steel can
	
lo,% lMed load: 	 -.-ceramic insulator
(r--t- 	...	 ........ . ...
1 Ar,	 ,^ 1^  a !►.^	 v^!^^"---1	 Staa•1 trtmrn.d11..	 t
Insulator
	
Uorm r.tettiny	 Silver 'Healers. Snap arernj element
	
tvow co rrtpaund	 as We coil l.ec rt
The 9)00 b ren,Atrre Srlap acting Protector uses the s.+mc actk: n prenciple as the
mdhnns of KL 1X0IV Protectors now ere use. Fure solver cont,k rs .err used ire the
9100L send Solver C.,odne.un ► Oxide runt.k-tt .►re sited in the .177mic. rho c'rn uet is
neurreativ eloted, rho- dote it aperate'd t,sth by the currWit pa.tond through of sold
he.,t rece,w•d frever th+ wenA,ngi. etrhrn the Mmpeta1,ite of the des: rrachrt a pre.Al
t rmin ••d c.e!rhaNnur point corresrnnd,ng to the m.etornune ..do' / . nlit of the w1r0d.re9,
the dose tweps c-peen to inrarrupr the circa+t. This r,, re pom ntitoneum vesper enrols
hentfing the owd,n91 to .► tide euverah+ny ten+p.•r.Hum, When rho' evertdeny teneperdtu•r
returels to a noem oe forte hnlit, the p it► h•CtiW re3!4s .W tre es hC. ►lly,
Ae 1 Jae es a Qeeeunt arada,naelk
t-	 •-	
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9700 SERIES
SNAP-ACTING
The KLIXON 9700 Protector is a field
proven ninimure protector developed
to protect shaded pole and permanent
split capacitor motors, fluorescent
ballasts. solenoids, transfurinels and
other elmrical equipment against
overheating.
In addition to being extremely small
aril lightweight, the unit is both
temperature ar yl current sensitive.
Since the 97CA i; seated to withstand
impregnation and baking, it can be
mounted directly in the windings
where it ei3n hest sense the true
temperature of the electrical equip-
ment. As a result, over -tcmlvrature
protection is assured.
Since the case is not electrically in-
sulated, the protector is furnished with
a durable hlvl,lr a
 insulating sleeve.
Shrinkable and non shrinkable sleeves
are available,
DIFFERENTIAL
The 9700 has a fixed difteretittial, l his
it•sults in a much lower average Mod-
irxg temperature than the opening
temperature of the protector should a
heavy overload cause prolonged
cvclio j of the protevtor.
Differential ranges from 20° C in the
lLhver opening temperature ratings to
50 + C in the hie;hei upenin+g tempera-
Wee ratit ►rgt.
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ENGINEERING TEST SAMPLES
Engineering test samples are available for your particular applications. The
information requested below will permit selection of sample ratings.
1. Nameplate data.
2. Maximum permissible winding temperature.
3. Minimum continuous current to produce this temperature.
4. Stalled rotor (or equivalent) current.
5. Protector location temperature.
6. Length of time require) to heat the winding to maximum permissible
temperature under stalled rotor (or equivalent) condition.
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LEADS
Two types of standard lead configura•
tions are provided on W00K miniature
protectors, designated by the final two
digits of the part number. All -11 leads
are 2 5/8" long, stripped 3/8". with
UL 90` C neoprene-insulated = 18AWG
stranded and tinned wire. All •33 leads
are 3Y, •• long, stripped 11/16",with UL
125° C vulkene- insulated r: 18AWG
stranded and tinned wire.
CONTACTS
Standard contact material of the
9700K Series is silver cadmium oxide.
It is recommended for all nevi applica-
tions. Fine silver contacts for low-
current applications also are available
(the 9700L Series). For further in-
formation on low-current protection,
consult factory.
UL-CSA RECOGNITION
The 9700K type has been recognized
by CSA under File r 0 .100 . 192 as
complying with the Thermally Pro-
tected Fluorescent Lamp Ballast Speci-
fication 523A, UL recognition for
Class P protected ballasts has bean
obtained under File # E34618 dated
1/16,!68.
The 9700L and 9700K have recogni-
tion for use in motor applications
under the following number:
UL Report file ^E 15962 dated
12/31/50 revised 4/18166
CSA Report ::LR 11372 . 15C dated
1/6161
Limited
short circuit recognition
9700L and 9700K
Volts Amperes Fuse
170 1000 40A
240 1000 30A
600 1000 20A
Group fusing
short circuit recognition
9700L and 9700K
Volts Amperes Fuse
24U 5000 150A
600 2000 110A
Standard ratings
and part numbers
Nominal Low Highopening resistance resistancetemps raturc bimetal bimetal
col. 1 9°C• disc" disc•••
75 E170OK51.11 070OK55.11
90 9700K21-11 9,00K25.11
95 970OK31-11 9i00K35.11
100 970OK26.11 970OK30.11
105 9700KIG-11 970OK20.11
110 970OK33.11 970OK40.11
120 970OK01.33 970OK05.33
130 9700K11.33 9700K15-33
135 9700K06-33 970OK10-33
140 9700Y.G6.33 9700K7433
145 970OK76-33 970OK80.33
-Also avallablo • 8° C opening temperature
tolcranco.
--Current through the 9700 d sc has a
deroling effect. In applications where the
protector nets primarily on temperature
alone and it is desired to minimize the effect
of current or, protector operating tempera-
ture — use these lo gy+ resistance types.
•	 For faster tripping time duo to current
through disc.
For further information write or call:
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
MOTOR CONTROLS MARKETING
ATTLEBORO. MASSACHUSETTS 02703
TELEPHONE (617) 222 2800
Maximum contact rating
Amperes
Type
24v-dc
	
115.-,c	 230v-ac
9700L	 12	 12	 9
9700K	 18	 18	 12
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INTRODUCTION
In the course of this time period the collector system required
by contract NASB-32251 was completed. The design was finished,
verified, and certified. A collector subsystem was thoroughly
tested, then the entire collector array was constructed at
the Northrup facility and tested further. Results of certi-
fication and testing are given in the following pages.
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THERMAL PERFORMANCE (t:FFICIENCY)
INTRODUCTION
Efficiency curves for a 4-lens collector panel were determined
for 00 and 120
 incidence. Tho test procedure used was similar
to ASHRAE Standard 93-77, although somewhat abbreviated.
EQUIPMENT
Two stainless steel sheathod Type T thermocouples to measure
the collector inlet and outlet temperatures; a variable area
flow meter to measure the flow rate throu gh the collector; an
Eppley standard pyrheliometer (with a clock drive) for direct
insolation measurement; an Eppley pyranometer for total insolation
measurement; an anemometer for wind velocity measurement; a Type
2240-A Fluke Datalogger to record instantaneous signals from
the thermocouples, pyrheliometer, pyranometer, and anemometer, a
thermocouple housed in a well ventilated instrumentation shelter
painted white on the outside to be used in measuring ambient
temperature.
CALIBRATION PROCEDURE:
1. Before the beginning of the efficiency tests, the thermocouple
i
used for the ambient temperature measurement was checked
i
against an Erco precision mercury-in-glass thermometer. They
were compared in ice water, and then in ambient air. In either
0
case, the thermocouple agreed to within +.5 F of the thermometer.
2. Prior to the efficiency tests, two stainless steel sheathed
thermocouples were tested by placing them and the Erco pre-
cision mercury-in-glass thermometer in silicone heat transfer
16
.	 A	 kl
f •
i^
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fluid that was heated to about , 320°F. The fluid was allowed
to cool to about 60 0F during which time the responses of the
three temperature measuring devices were periodically monitored.
In all cases, the thermocouples agreed to within at least 0.20F
of each other and to 0.5°F of the thermometer which was occas-
ionally checked.
3. 1•}ie flow meter was calibrated by running water through it at
about 1.7gpm which corresponds to the proposed test flow rate
through one collector panel. The actual flow rate was deter-
mined by running the water through the flow meter into a
weigh tank while timing it, afterwards adjusting the flow-
meter scale correspondingly. The procedure was repeated
until the floe rate was calibrated to better than +1.03.
40 lbs. of water was used on the final calibration run.
S. The anemorieter was calibrated by the manufacturer prior to
procurement about two years ago. Since wind velocity is
r
riot a part of the efficiency calculation, and, because the
readouts from this instrument have agreed with local weather
services, no attempt will be made to calibrate it.
5. The Datalogger was calibrated by the manufacturer March 3,
1978. Between calibration dates, which occur every six months,
the Datalogger should be accurate to within + 14.
1.
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FLUID: SJI R'If:ti :TRN 'I EMMUL. CL'V'I ER
MCCEL 
2?4OA	 SLRIAL No.
	 510012	 DATE 3-2S 74
Tho Fluko South-.-.,c.—,,ern Te-_finical C^n ,P.cr does hereby cc„ify tha :!,-ovu liztcl
instrument meets or exceeds a!I publi;hcd sp°cifications anJ has hccn calibratcd
using standards whose ncur=ies are tracecble to tho Na'ticial Bureau of Su.nd-
aids ^':Ithln L41C limii3tions O^ t1.3 F.UTe3J'5 Ci^II)TatlOrl SGrVICC3, CT il.TlO ('^,^,^n
derived  from cccc -zed values of noturcl fpilysxzl constants, cr f:.r.,o teem dcrcl;d
by the r3tic typ3 of self-calibration tochniques.
ApplicWo N ESS Tcst Report Numhars: CC Volts-jo -- 207627
AC Vol--- — 237675
Rcs ; st^nca — 207603
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Flow Meter Calibration
AVIE
F:un 1	 Flow Meter Reading = 1.68 GrIM
Measured Flow Amount Timm
40 lb 169 sac
Actual Flow = (40 lb) (60 sec/min)
	 = 1.70 GPM
(8.34 lb/gal) (169 scc)
•	 Run 2	 Meter Scale Adjusted Before Run 2
i	 Flow Meter Reading = 1.67 GPM
Measured Flow	 Amount Time
40 lb	 172 sec
Actual Floc•, = ( 40 lb)	 (60 sec/min)	 1.673 GPM(8.34 1b77qa1 (169 sec)
19
l	 ;	 .
LIST OF SYMBOLS
i'
I
A - collector aperture area
C - specific heat of the transfer fluid
Id - direct normal insolation
I t
 - total insolation
fi - mass flow rate of the transfer fluid
n - collector efficiency %
Ta - ambient temperature
T i - collector inlet temperature
To - collector outlet temperature
t,
1
i
i
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TEST PROCEDURE THERMAL EFFICIENCY
1 The collector tilt angle was adjusted so that the lenses
were approximately normal to the sun during the hours of
data accumulation which were two hours before solar noon
through two hours afterwards.
2. The water-flow rate through the collector panel was set
at about 1.7gpm and recorded. During the progress of the
test, the flow meter was checked every five minutes to en-
sure that the volume rate of flow did not change.
3. The pyranoineter (total insolation measurements was placed
on a tracking mount that maintained near normal incidence
to the sun. The pyrheliometer (direct insolation measure-
ment) was mounted on a clock drive which was aligned to the
sun during the test. Each instrument as well as the collector
aperture was wiped clean before thu tests on each day.
4. Four different values of inlet fluid temperature were used
to obtain the values of (To-Ti)/I d , which is the abscissa
value in the efficiency plot. Fifteen "data points" were used
in the determination of the normal incidence efficiency curve.
11 data point encompassed a five-minute time span in which the
total and direct insolation, the collector inlet and outlet
temperatures, and wind velocity were recorded at one-minut;:
intervals. The efficiency data point was then calculated as:
S
C(` o - Ti)
n= 1 	mn
(?5	 ► I j .
n
n!=1
21
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which is essentially a numerical integration over the five-
minute time span. The collector was allowed to stablized
before each test. During the five-minute intervals, the
inlet temperature did not change by more than 0.6 0F and the
average wind velocity was lower than lOmph for all tests.
The instantaneous efficiency curve was obtained using the
technique of a linear least-squares fit.
0
5. In order to determine the efficiency at 12 incidence, another
efficiency value was dtermined in general accordance with the
methods previously O.escribed^ The collector panel was oriented
so that the average incident angle between it and the solar
radiation for the test was 12 degrees.
i
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'i'ne inaividual data points from the normal incidence test
are shown plotted on the first of the two efficiency graphs that
fo1Iow. Note that there is very little deviation of the points
from the fitted curve, indicating that test conditions had stablized.
The equation for efficiency
n = .80 - .4986 (Ti - Ta)
(	 I	 )
which is based on direct insolation only, was derived through the
use of a linear least-squares fit.
One of the performance requirements of this contract states
that the collector efficiency on February 21 and August 21 be
the same or better than that of a performance specification which
is shown oil the second graph. The collector orientation oil these
two dates corresponds to a seasonal tilt angle of 12 degrees. The
efficiency curve for 12 degrees (based oil insolation normal to the
plane of the collector.) is
.79 - .4986 (Ti - Ta_)
(	 I	 )
which is nearly the same as the performance at normal incidence.
Calculation of the 12 0 efficiency is included later in this report.
The two curves are shown on the second efficiency graph relative
to the performance specification. It can be easily seen that the
.	 performance specification is cxct:eded.
The second performance requirement of this contract is stated
be 101.1.
For Dallas Texas, the single solar collector will collect a
minimum of 1114 BTU/Ft 2/day of energy at an inlet fluid temperature
of 190OF (water). The tilt angle at this perform: ►ncu basis will
23
1	 r
be equal to the latitude angle, azimuth of 0 degrees, average
ambient dry bulb 100 0F, wind velocity zero, August 21 date,
direct normal noon solar flux of 283* BTU/Hr Ft 2 , longitude
of 97° degrees and 32° latitude.
I (" 
t )
When used primarily for heating a single collector will pro-
vide 1242 BTU/Ft 2/day at an inlet fluid temperature of 150°F
Oaater). The tilt angle at this performance basis is equal to
the latitude angle, azimuth of 0 degrees, average ambient 50°F,
wind velocity zero, February 21 date, direct normal noon solar
flue: of 316* BTU/Hr-Ft 2 , longitude of 97 0 and 320
 degrees latitude.
For the t..!o dates mentioned above, a seasonal incidence angle
of 12 0
 will be maintained throughout the day. Therefore, the
equation
.79 - .4986 ( Ti - Ta)
(	 I	 )
is used in the calculation of the all day energy gain. The values
of direct normal irradiation are taken from the 1972 ASHP.AE
Handbook of Fundamental s. The final calculations, based on eight
hours of sun tracking, are tabulated in the following pages. In
either case, the calculated energy gain is greater than the per-
formance requirements.
In conclusion, the 4-lens concentrating collector was tested
according to the previously described procedures. Test data and
calculations are included in the following pages as verification.
The test results indicate that this collector exceeds the performance
requirements of Contract No. NAZ8-32251.
* ASHF.AE Handbook of Fu ndamentals, American Society of Heating,
1tefrigerating and Air Conditioning Engineers, Inc., 345 East
47th Street,r4ew York, NY, 1972.
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iFebruary 21
	
ALL DAY ENERGY CAIN
n	 .79 - .4986	 (Ti - Ta)
(	 I	 )
.:
T i = 150OF
Ta = 50OF
ET	 must be larger than 1242 BTU/Ft2/Day
1
Solar Time
	 8:00
I DN	 244
In+In+l
--T--
Ti-_T_a_
I
n	 .602	 .621
	 .629
E T	2 cos (12 0 )	 (.602) (265.5) -r (.621) (296) + (.6 29-
(315
1442.6 BTU/Ft2/Day
	
1242 BTU/Ft2/Day
1
9:00
	
10:00	 11
287	 305	 31
265.5	 296
	
309.5
.377	 .338	 .322
26
            
August
   21
	 ALL U11Y ENERGY GAIN
ti 120-	 . 79 - .4986 (Ti - Ta)
T i	 1900F
Ir
a	 .100°F
ET	 must be larger than 1144 I3TU/Ft2/Dad.
Solar Time
 _8:00
- _---
9:00
__	 10:00 11:00_ 12:00
•	 IDN G39 263
	 275 281 283
-
In+In+l
2 '_ 251 269
	 278 282Ti-Ta
I
.359 .335
	
.324
.319
n .611
.023	
.628
.631Fir -
	 2 cos (12°)
	 E.611) (251)
	 +	 (.623)	 (269) +	 (.628)(2' -pj (278)	 +	 (.631)
ET	
_=	 131.7.5 BTt1/Ft 2 /Day > 1144 13TU/Ft2/Day
ORIGINAL PAGE IS	 I
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O
Efficiency at 12 Incidence Angle Based on Direct Insolation
Norm.il to the Plane of the Collector
At	 00 Incidence:
(Ti - Tai)
.80 - .49S6 (
	 I	 )
At
	
120 Incidence:
n = .739 @ Ti - Ta = .104
I	 F.
The intercept of the 12 0
 incidence curve will be different than the .
0 0
 curve if the amount of incident energy on the absorbers has
changed. However, the slope will remain the same since the con-
vective and radiative area did not change.
-.4986 = Intercept - .739
0 - .104
Intercept = .79
v =	 .79 - .4966 (Ti - Ta_)
12	 (	 I	 )
0
This is virtually the same as the 0 incidence curve.
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Absorber Thermocoupl
Locaticn
^.	 l T  71 47
STAGNATION - DEFOCUSING TEST
May 9, 1973
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this test is to determine the maximum absorber
and swivel temperatures during a stagnation-defocusirip, period cor-
responding to a power failure. The absorber temperature must
not rise abcve 550 0
 F or the black chro ►ce coatlnb may be per-
manently damagev. The inlet or outlet temperature must not
rise above 350' I' or the swivel O-rinG may be damaged.
P 1"2GC ED  RE
A 4-lens concentrarin„ eallector panel was allowed to come
to steady state operating conditionss collector trackirg and
water fl owing into the collector at approximately 1. 7 gulp; with
an inlet te..:perature above 2000 F. Ai ter approximately 15
minutes of operating time, t.l; water flow and trackin- were
simultaneously turned off. A'bscrber, inlet a!ic. cutlet temperatures,
direct insolation, wind velocity, and anbient temperature- were
recorded in one-minute intervals beginning five t-Auutes before
the point of fluid and tracking cut-off and extendin- to 45
minutes afterwards.
Positions of the absorber thermocouples are shown in the
following; diagrams
ti t? t3 t4
bottom View
F.QU I P"E.'. T
See the- Thc,rm,il Performance (Efficiency),
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test for a description of the equipment. The
"Stagnation Test" took place within about two weeks after the
"Thermal Performance (Efficiency)" test so the equipment vas not
recalibrated.
0
The highest absorber temperature reached was less than 320 F
while the highest swivel temperature (outlet swivel) reached less
than 2i00F. These are well below the recommended high limits of
5500F for the absorbers and 350 OF for the swivels. Furthermore,
this test caused absolutely no damage to the collector system.
Therefore, there is no danger of the system overheating ( when
installed properly) due to a power failure.
Included with this report are plots of the absorber and out-
let fluid temperatures as a function of time. All test data is
documented. Note that the average direct insolation was greater
than 230 BTU/Flr-Ft 2 and the average wind velocity was lower than
10 mph, which means that conditions were excellent for this test.
I
I
i
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COLLLCTOR PRESSURE DROP
The pressure drop between the inlet and outlet of a 4-
lens collector panel ( including both inlet and outlet
sw-; vel arrangement in the correct, bent tube, configura-
tion) will be measured using a Meriam differential mano-
meter. The flow rate through the collector panel will
be at least 1.7gpm.
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This test will ensure there is no danger that fluid handling
components can be damaged due to an internal vacuum. The
flattened absorber tubes, relief valves, and swivels will be
individually tested. The copper pipe used in the manifold
will not be tested since it is designed to withstand an in-
ternal vacuum, and since analysis indicates it can easily
withstand the pressure created by an internal vacuum.
PROCEDURE
The absorber tubas, swivels, and relief valves will be tested
separately by connecting the components in series with a 2-
stage high-vacuum pu:„p and a Stokes-2•:cLeod mercury gauge with
a scale range of 5000 co 0 microns. Each component will be
subjected to an internal pressure of 1000 microns or less or
will be shown to have vacuum relief Protection. In either
case, the component must not be damaged.
RESULTS
On May 29, 1978, the air vent was vacuum tested accordin g; to
the above procedure. The air vent acted like a vacuum release
valva by venting in air. This in itself should verify the
systcm for vacuum relief protection since the system should
•	 not see an jnternal vac-u , ri by virtue of the air vent.
In addition a sa/ivcl joint. co::nector, pressur(: relief valve,
and a flattened copper tube (ten fc^Dt long and with the same
45
f	
1r	
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cross sectional area as an absorber tubu) were vacuum tested.
They were subjected to absolutely no damage. Also, a ca p
 was
scret. ed onto the air vent to prevent its operation. It was
then vacuum tested without damage.
I
I
I
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THERMAL CHANGES	 5/20/78
During operating conditions a collector, swivel Joints, lenses,
housing, framework and the manifold (which were set up to handle
one collector) were visually inspected to ensure there was no
failure of the system due to excessive thermal expansion. The
fluid inlet temperature was raised to 270 0 F for this test which
is considered to be well above nornal operating temperatures.
Durine, this test there were no failures nor any sign of a problem
resulting from thermal changes.
I^
10
47
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IFRESSURL TEST: NUN-POTABLE FLUIDS
The portions of the system containing heat transfer fluid
that wot:ld riot necessarily be connected directly to the potable
*	 water supply are the manifold, absorber tubes, swivel connections,
6
	
	
air valve, and pressure relief valve. The suggested working pres-
sure for the systel^ is 100 psi. The pressure relief valve is
preset to open at 125 psi.	 .
The aforementioned components, except the manifold are pres-
sure tested before they go into operation. The test is performed
_T	 by submersing the desired subsystem in water and filling it with
1
ni::rogen gas to the desiredpressure level. If there is a leak,	 i
it will manifest itself in the appearance of bubbles. The pressure
relief valve is tested up to its rated release pressure to ensure
i
proper function. The other components are tested at 150 psi.
None o= these tests have resulted in leaks or damage to components
when the subsystem was assembled correctly. Therefore, a corking
pressure of 100 psi should be acceptable.
1
Any connecting pipe from the collector array to and including
a heat exchanger is not part of this contract and is considered
the responsibility of the user.
1
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PRESSURE TEST
All the absorber tubez ..ere pressure tested to 150 psig on
April 7, 1978, according to the procedure described on the pre-
ceding page. The air vent and one of the swivel joint connectors
were pressure tested to 150 psig on May 29, 1978 according to
the previously described test procedure. In all of the above
tests there were no failures of any kind. The pressure relief
valve was also tested on May 29, 1978. This valve opened at
125 psi as specified by the manufacturer.
i
TRACKING TESTi.
Procedure
The entire collector array consisting of seven panels will
be tested for alignment accuracy. The collector panels will
be tracked without fluid flow during this test. All seven
collector panels will be aligned to the sun by focusing the
concentrated light from the lenses onto the absorbers. The
panels will then be allowed to track the sun as they would
in normal operation. The collector panels will be periodically
checked visually for alignment accuracy.
Results
The array was allowed to track for eight days (6/22/78 through
6/29/73). During this period of time the collectors remaincd
aligned to the sun during clear weather.
i
^	 1
^;	
1
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FLUTTERING TEST
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Procedure
Wind flutter for the entire collector array was checked by
inspection during eight days of tracking (6/22/78 through
6/29/78). Wind and temperature data were taken by our instru-
mentation. The voltage across the solar sensor was recorded
by a strip-chart recorder. In addition, impulses from the
electronic control board that indicate tracking direction
were recorded.
Results
As evidenced by the strip-chart recordings, the wind did not
interfere with tracking. That is, the timin space between west
tracking update periods remained reasonably constant throughout
each test and there was never any evidence that wind had caused
the collectors to track east. The strip chart recordings immedi-
ately follow.
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ACCELEI ,UATED SWIVEL & FLEXIBLE JOINT LIFE TEST
PROCEDURE
The proposed swivel-flexible hose joint will be mounted on a
test fixture that will simulate actual field operation. The
hose end will be connected to a stationary tube while the swivel
end will be connected to a tube that will rotate 180 0 in one
direction, then will rotate back 180 0 to the original position.
This complete cycle will take place every 69 seconds as opposed
to an actual collector-swivel arrangement which would undergo
a cycla once a day. During the accelerated test, approximately
a 50 ethylene glycol-%•rater solution will flow through th^
swivel. The fluid temperature trill be• varied so that its
temperatura will be about 160° F for a portion of each day and
abou-- 260* F for the rcmaini ng part of each clay. it is hoped
that the swivel-flexible hosse joint will survive six (6) Cinys of
tenting :without lcuking which corresponds to more than twenty (20)
years of cycles in a real collector situation. There is ample
reason to believe that this 	 will pass tha teat since
a similar design has easily mit this requir.cment.
Tho accelerates: swivel-f.lexiblc joint life test was performed
acccrdin j to the above- procedur r.. Th^^ test was started
Mal 15, 1978, and allowed to run .-it ►1.0 psig for a duration of
,ix days.
1	 `^
t
^I
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1The test was repeated at 100 psig beginning May 23, 1978,
and run for a duration of six days. Once each day in both tests
the pressure was reduced to zero psiq to ensure that there would
be no leaks at low pressure. For the second test the fluid
{	 temperature was maintained at approximately 200° F throughout.
I
I
In either test thcrc was no leaking of the swivel joint. The 	 t;
a
t	 flexible hose and the O-ring showed no signs of dot.rioration.
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rMTRODUCTION
	 I
This document constitutes the certification of the Northrup ML
Series Collector, Model NSC-01-0732.
CERTIFICATION STATEMENT
The ML Series concentrating Collector complies with the follow-
ing national codes where applicable:
National Standard Plumbing Code, National Association
o;: Plumbing -Flcatinc' J-Coolin ontractors 1971.^^'•e^:j^^';' ^` t
P ofessional ,Engineer
1.
National Electrical Code 1975
Prof SUsional Engineer
Building Code ANSI A58.1-7.972
	 t
Applied to the Dallas%Ft.Worth Region
For T_ns-a1lations less than 30 ft. above ground
	 •	 '
1
Profes._onal Engineer;
I have reviewed the performance requirements, testing
procedures, test facility, and data for the ML Series
Concentrating Collector, Model NSC-01-732 under Con-
tract No. NAS8-32251. I am able to certify that the
collector satisfies those requirements.
Prdfe si nal n inecr	 1
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3005 ?I'ino rr
Dallas, Texas ?5225
May 20", 1978
Carl L. Jacobs
Northrup, Incorporated
•	 302 Nichols Drive
Hutchins, Texas 75141
Dear Mr. Jacobs:
As you requested in your letter of April 20, 1978, and in
our discussion on ;day 2, 1973, at the Northrup plant, I
hale examined the structural design of the supporting
system f:,r the I,iorthrup I-L Series Collectors, i,:odel iiSC-01-0732.
".1 observations and evaluation of Chic system are enclosed.
It nas a pleasure 'o work on this project. Please let me know
if you have question_:; or need additional infon.iation.
Sincerely,
Bi "^n Mohraz Ph.D. P.E.J	 ^	 ^
59
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EVALUATION' OF THE STRUCTURAL DESIGN OF THE
NORTHRUIP I':L SERIr; COLLECTO :S
MODEL NSC-01-0732
Analysis of the Sup^:orting System
Several analyses of the supporting stem were carried out
using the ACES ("Analysis of Civil Engineering Structures) computer
program. The supporting structure was idealized as a combination of
frame amd truss system since it is believed that the connections
at the upper ends of the south brace assembly and the north column
assembly are not completely rigid.
Four separate solutions were obtained :or the following
load conditions:
a. Dead 1 .--,ad Tho analysis for this loading condition was carried
out using th3 loads provided by Northrup which are based on the
actval wei ghtwo of the components.
b. Live load The aniysis for this loading condition was carried
out based on a live lead of 16 pounds per square foot (psf)
7:hich is the ninirnurn roof live load specified by ANSI (Table 3
A11Sr A53.1-1972). It is believed that this load is more
appropriate than a live load of 4.67 psf (based on 1" thick
ice) used by Northrup.
c. .,!ind load Since it is conceivable that this syster ► may be
marketed in locations other than the Dallas-Ft. Worth area,
the! ar.alysio for wind load wac based on a wind speed of 110
Miles per hour (mph) which is specified by ANSI for the
coastal areas of the Gulf of Mexico, (Figure 2 ANSI A58.1-1972),
r.%ther than a w ind -,need of 70 mph used by Northrup. Using a
1 ' 
_	 "./l.nd sp y.od of 110 inph, Exposure C which is specified by ANSI
for flat opi-n country, open flat coastal belts, and grasslands,
and a h r^ fight of loss than 30 feet, a wind pressure of 46 psf
Ma-ble 6 A IN-41 5'3.1 - 1972) w.ao used in the analysis;.
S '7JO ir't+,-p,.n`1,:n ; %;rtnd directions were considered I n the
60
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solutions--one in the plane of the frzc,-ie and purprndic-alar to
the plane of the collector, and the other in the plane of thee
Frame and in the horizontal direction.
	 The side wind loading
is discussed separately.
The analyses indicate that the design of the various
members of the supporting frame is adequate.
	 The stresses in AI
the members were computed using the loading combinations
z;pc-cified on p. 10 of ANSI.	 For each member 1-4he wind loading
which resulted in the larger stress in that member w-s usead
in the combination.	 A summary of stresses in the members is
given in Table 1.	 The allowable width to thickness ratios
were computed using Section 2.3-1.1. of the Cold ]F-= Specificaticn,
1963 edition.	 The stresses are well below the allowable limits.
Side
-
11ind Loads-
The design of the wind bracing system for the horizontal
side wind loads i s based on a wind speed of 70 mph for heights
less than 30 feet.	 Although the design is adequate for this
wind speed, it will not be adequate for higher wind speeds encoun-
tered in other loci-ions.	 If the system is to be used in other
locations, the wind bracing needs to be increased by additional
bracing in other side panels,
	
increasing the size of t he bracin g ,CO
or a combination of both.
Deflections
, conditions indicateThe volutions for different loading
that the deflection-.3 and rotations in the members and joints of
• the supportinp, structures are extremely small.
Conncctions
of the forces in th,; ­,outh brace and the north
coliunn ascemblir.-s indicate that the dr.­;ign of ti-IC connect_i on^ _J<;
, c;f	 the	 supporting	 --,yf:;tcrr,	 to	 theadequate.	 Proper anchoring
61
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foundation is necessary in order to avoid pull-out caused by
the wind loading. In addition the assembly of connections
should be properly carried out.
Collector Truss Assembly
The relatively small loads on each collector truss assembly
result in extremely small stresses and defiections in the truss
element which are well below the allowable.
Conclusion
Based on the analysis for different loading conditions and
the examination of the structural design of the supporting
system for the Northrup ML Series Collectors, Model N SC-01-0732,
the following conclusions can be mades
1.The design of the supporting system is adequate for a live
load of 16psf and a wind load based on a wind speed of 70 mph
for heights of less than 30 feet above the ground. Since no
seismic analysis has been carried out, the system should not be
used in locations with a history of seismic activity.
2.With additional wind bracing, either by bracing more panels or us-
ing larger diameter rods, the design would be adequate for
locations with a wind speed of up to 110 mph (such as the coastal
belts), for heights of less than 30 feet above the ground and
no seismic activity.
3.Proper tie-down of the supporting system to the foundation is
necessary in order to avoid pull-out caused by the wind loading.
No analysis of the foundation was carried out since it depends
on the specific location where the system is to be installed.
4.T.2az system can be certified for locations with no history of
seismic activity and a ;rind speed of up to 70 mph and heights of
le ss
 than 30 feet above the ground.
May 28, 1978
e^
	 Bi j n Mohra,'. , F'hX. , P.E.
'^ f
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South brace
Axial (a)
stress
psi
3374 C
(b)
Manifold Support 2159 C
Manifold Strut	 1179 C
Inclined Strut	 1513 T
North Column	 3529 C
a
c
00
M
Mcr,
z W
3M
z
z0
0
T
nP
m
^C-,
'^ n
0 1
Table 1 Sizimary of Stresses
	
Bending	 Loading	 )	 vr/ t	 ;;/t
	stre s	 Combination	 allowable	 actual
psi	 -
433	 D+L +V! (horiz.)	 93	 85
81 4
	
D+L+Vd (perp .)
	
116	 81
809	 D+L+W (horiz.)	 157	 83
861
	
D+L+Lj ( perp . )
415	 D+L+VJ (perp.) 	 91	 79
9
m	 (a) C = compression; T = tension	 _ 1
(b) Design of north manifold support governs
CO	 (c) D = Dead load; L = Live load; W = Wind load
D
m
0
0
z
z0
0
